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Summary 

 China’s property prices have 
continued to rise so far this year, 
shrugging off worries about a 
slowing economy and prolonged 
trade conflicts with the US 

 However, soaring prices have 
complicated efforts to spur 
growth as policy makers monitor 
downside risks 

 New interest rate benchmark 
should better reflect the latest 
market conditions, eventually 
benefiting ordinary homebuyers 
and small businesses 

 

China property: A balancing act between growth 
and reforms 

China’s property prices have continued to rise so far this year despite a prolonged trade conflict 

with the US. 

There are, however, signs that policymakers want to keep the runaway prices under control, 

with new tightening measures to rein in credit for both developers and homebuyers. 

The National Development Reform Commission, the country’s top economic planner, in July 

tightened the grip on the issuance of offshore debt, curtailing developers’ appetite for new debt 

issuance. Specifically, developers can only issue debt to refinance outstanding foreign-currency 

liabilities in the next 12 months, a move intended to cool land market auctions in the country. 

The recent tightening in overseas funding channels, mainly the offshore US dollar credit market, 

has followed the reining in of the trust financing channel in the onshore market, another major 

source of funding channel for the capital-intensive industry. 

China fixed asset investment (FAI): by select industries 

 
Source: NBS, data as of August 2019 
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In our view, the authorities want to contain credit risks in the property market without 

undermining broader efforts to spur a slowing economy. There have also been concerns that 

high property prices would reduce consumer spending, which top officials hope would support 

growth. 

Average new home prices in the country’s 70 major cities advanced 0.6% in July from the 

previous month, making it the 51st consecutive monthly gain, according to the National Bureau 

of Statistics. The data show nationwide property prices rose 9.7% on a year-on-year basis in 

July, the slowest growth this year, moderating from a 10.3% gain in June. 

However, overall sales of residential property projects remain sluggish, prompting developers 

to cut prices. In the first seven months, growth in residential projects contracted 0.4%, compared 

with a 1% decline in the first six months. 

Under the current tighter credit environment, we expect sales growth will continue to weaken for 

the rest of the year. We reiterate our view that the growth in nationwide gross floor area sold 

could fall by single to low double digits this year while overall property prices stay largely 

unchanged. 

Benchmark reform 

As for ordinary homebuyers, the introduction in August of a new benchmark interest rate by the 

People’s Bank of China (PBoC) will start to have a gradual impact on mortgage payments made 

each month. 

According to PBoC Governor Yi Gang, the government wants to maintain stability in the property 

market and will ensure that the cost of household mortgages will remain largely stable — a bid 

to push down the cost of borrowing without further inflating property prices. 

The PBoC on August 17 revamped its tool kit with a new benchmark interest rate. The loan 

prime rate (LPR) has become the reference rate for banks pricing of corporate loans and 

household mortgages. 

To be announced monthly, the LPR pricing will take the arithmetic average of what a group of 

designated banks charge their clients, expressed as the spread over the one-year medium-term 

lending facility (MLF). The MLF is a rate at which commercial banks borrow from the central 

bank, and is viewed as a better indication of the latest credit conditions. 

On August 20, the PBoC set the one-year LPR at 4.25% and the five-year rate at 4.85%. Those 

rates will be used as the benchmark for long-term loans such as household mortgages. The new 

one-year LPR was down 6 basis points (bps) from 4.31% previously. It was also 10bps lower 

than the previous benchmark one-year lending rate of 4.35%. 

Effective from October 8, the interest rate on individual mortgages for first-time homebuyers 

cannot be lower than the five-year LPR, and the rate on loans for second-time homebuyers 

cannot be lower than the LPR plus 60bps, according to the PBoC. Payments on outstanding 

mortgage loans remain unchanged. 

Given the minimal difference between the new and old lending rates, we think the impact on the 

mortgage market will take some time to be felt. In the longer-term, the premium over the LPR 

should better reflect each bank’s lending appetite and its own assessment of credit risks, helping 

develop a market-driven pricing mechanism. 

In theory, the introduction of the LPR should lower the overall funding cost and improve the 

transmission mechanism of monetary policy, eventually benefiting the country’s small- and 

medium-sized companies, which have limited access to the banking system. 

  

The introduction of a new 
benchmark interest rate 
should help bring down the 
overall cost of borrowing 
over the long-term 
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 The MSCI China Index and the onshore benchmark CSI 300 Index retreated in the month 

of August, raising concerns that the latest round of trade escalation between the US and 

China poses a heightened threat to global growth. As of August 26, the former and latter 

fell 6% and 5.3% (USD terms) on a monthly basis, respectively 

 On August 23, President Donald Trump said the US would lift tariffs on USD250 billion of 

Chinese goods to 30% from 25% with effect from October 1, and increase the levy on the 

remaining USD300 billion of imports from China, which include clothing and footwear, to 

15% from 10%. The second tariff rate increase will take effect in two stages, on 

September 1 and December 1 

 On a brighter note, the US President on August 26 predicted a trade deal with China after 

positive gestures by Beijing, helping calm markets that have been roiled by the new 

rounds of tariffs 

 The US was responding to Beijing’s decision earlier to impose additional tariffs, ranging 

from 5% to 10%, on USD75 billion of US goods that include soybeans and frozen pork. 

Beijing’s retaliatory move was a response to the US decision earlier in August to impose 

a 10% tariff on USD300 billion worth of Chinese imports from September, before 

Washington said it would delay imposing duties on about half of those China-made 

products until mid-December 

 In other key macro data, the growth in industrial output — a broad measure of 

manufacturing production — rose 4.8% in July, its weakest rate since February 2002. 

Retail sales expanded by 7.6% in July, their weakest rate since April 

 On a month-to-date basis, only 2 of the 11 sectors included in MSCI China Index 

advanced in August, with companies in the healthcare and consumer staples sectors 

rising 3.7% and 1.9%, respectively. Conversely, the energy and communication services 

sectors retreated 11.2% and 8.3%, reflecting concerns over an economic slowdown and 

a sell-off in telecom companies 

 Fund flows into China’s A-share market through Stock Connect reversed in August, with 
net selling of USD640 million of shares, while net purchases of Hong Kong-shares 
advanced for a sixth consecutive month, with net purchases of USD6.6 billion of shares. 
Meanwhile, MSCI’s schedule to raise the inclusion factor for  
A-shares to 15% from 10% after the close of markets on August 27 is expected to draw 
USD4.5 billion of passive net inflows 

 

Onshore stocks extend rally 

1-year cumulative total return Forward price to earnings ratio (x)  

  

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of August 26, 2019. Total return in local currency terms. 

Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future performance 
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MSCI in late August 
increased the inclusion 
factor of China’s A-shares 
to 15% from 10%, which 
will likely spur further 
inflows to the onshore 
market 
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Sector views1 

Sector Views 

Consumer 
Discretionary 

 We are overweight on the consumer discretionary sector. In particular, we like the education space as it is 
relatively insensitive to macro headwinds 

Consumer 
Staples  

 We are overweight on consumer staples as the trend of premiumization on the back of rising incomes 
underpins higher pricing power and margin expansion capability of selected strong staples brand names. The 
value-added tax (VAT) cut and the recent pickup in inflation also bodes well for consumer staple plays 

Healthcare   We are overweight on healthcare and favour companies with strong R&D capabilities on innovative drugs 

Communication 
Services 

 We only like telecommunication companies that may benefit from 5G development. We are conscious that 
competition among major telecom firms remains intensive 

Financials   We are underweight on Chinese banks as lower rates may bring pressure to their net interest margins 

Property  We are underweight on this sector as the government intends to control property prices 

Industrials   We are underweight on this sector as we do not see any near-term catalysts 

Materials  
 We are underweight on this sector despite healthy demand-supply dynamics as there are no near-term 

catalysts 

Information 
Technology  

 We are underweight on this sector as industries such as technology hardware could be impacted by ongoing 
US-China trade conflicts 

Energy  
 We are underweight on energy as oil prices are expected to trade within a narrow range while global demand 

and supply stabilise 

Utilities  We are underweight on utilities as we see limited catalysts in this sector 

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of August 2019. 

Note: 

1. Sector views of HSBC Global Asset Management’s offshore Chinese equity team. 

For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. The views 
and opinions expressed herein are subject to change at any time. 
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 The amount of bonds globally carrying negative yields increased to an all-time high of 

more than USD16 trillion in August, as fears over a recession have pushed investors to 

buy more haven assets. Germany, for instance, sold 30-year bonds with a negative yield 

for the first time, a milestone for the fixed income market where the entire yield curve 

yields less than zero 

 In China, the yield curve of government bonds remained largely unchanged in August, 

but the yield on benchmark 10-year bonds dipped below the 3% mark for the first time on 

August 15. The yield was hovering around 3% by late August 

 Foreign holding of Chinese bonds topped RMB2 trillion for the first time in July, according 

to data compiled by clearing houses China Central Depository and Clearing and 

Shanghai Clearing House. Foreign interest in Chinese bonds is partly driven by 

Bloomberg Barclays’s decision to begin adding Chinese government and policy bank 

bonds, as well as worries over prolonged trade discussions between the US and China 

 Onshore and offshore renminbi bonds advanced 0.83% and 0.34% in August (up to 

August 26), respectively, joining the big global rally in sovereign bonds. Currently, 

investors still expect further loosening measures by Beijing, after the latest set of weak 

economic data strengthened the case for further monetary easing 

 The July data on new loans came in lower than expectations, while the growth in money 

supply and total social financing (TSF) also moderated. Chinese banks extended 

RMB1.06 trillion in net loans in July, down from RMB1.66 trillion in June and falling short 

of expectations. The broadest measure of money supply, M2, expanded 8.1% year-on-

year in July, down from an 8.5% increase in June. Growth in TSF softened to 10.7% from 

10.9% over the same period 

 US-China trade tensions escalated in August as both sides raised the tariffs modestly 

and rhetoric considerably. On the August 23, the US ordered American companies to find 

alternatives to China and dialled up tariffs after China applied duties on USD75 billion of 

US imports. To be sure, escalated tariffs could point to more depreciation pressure on the 

renminbi, but authorities may believe that a prolonged depreciation path does not seem 

to be in the best interest of the economy either 

 Going forward, we favour government and policy bank papers on the back of 
expectations that interest rates would be lower for longer, while remaining constructive on 
a few high-beta names that should benefit from further easing measures 

 

Chinese bonds rally amid signs of global easing 

1-year cumulative return %              bps 

  

Source: Bloomberg, Markit data as of August 26, 2019. Total return in local currency terms.  
For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. The views 
and opinions expressed herein are subject to change at any time.   
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Foreign holding of Chinese 
bonds topped RMB2 trillion 
for the first time, 
underscoring Beijing’s 
efforts to reform its 
financial markets 
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Data watch 

Indicator Date Actual Consensus Prior Analysis 

Industrial 

production (IP) 

(yoy) 

Jul 4.8 6.0% 6.3% The slowdown in July activity data followed a strong rebound in June. 

While the monthly growth pattern has been volatile, the overall trend 

remains soft, especially in the manufacturing sector. Inventory 

adjustment likely contributed to the weak IP, while sluggish investment 

and external demand growth may continue to weigh on demand for 

industrial products. We expect a further ramp-up in policy support, but 

we do not see a significant stimulus, given official concerns over debt 

and (credit-fueled) property market risks. The effects from previously 

implemented stimulus measures (e.g. tax cuts) should also continue to 

feed through to the economy. 

Fixed Asset 

Investment (FAI) 

(ytd, yoy) 

Jul 5.7% 5.8% 5.8% Manufacturing FAI ticked up modestly, while industrial profits also 

recovered in July. Policy measures such as tax cuts and lower social 

security contributions will likely help profits, but elevated external 

headwinds and continued low/modest producer price index (PPI) year-

over-year deflation could weigh on the outlooks for (upstream) 

industrial profits and manufacturing capital expenditures. Real estate 

FAI lost some momentum but stayed relatively resilient. Weak property 

sales in lower-tier cities, cooler land sales this year and tight credit to 

the property sector could put some downward pressure. Developer 

financing via trust loans and offshore bond issuance has been 

tightened, while the new mortgage pricing based on the LPR is unlikely 

to lead to rate cuts by banks. That said, city-level policy fine-tuning and 

the overall reasonable inventory levels provide some cushion. 

Infrastructure FAI growth has failed to pick up so far despite policy 

support. There has been no decision on a new quota for local 

government special bond issuance (in Q4), but we expect more efforts 

on improving the efficiency of these bonds in supporting infrastructure. 

Retail Sales 

(yoy) 

Jul 7.6 8.6% 9.8% Auto sales weakened again in July, after a strong but one-off rebound 

in June. The swing likely reflected the impact of new industry policy 

regarding stricter emission standards. Overall, the trend in consumption 

excluding autos has been relatively stable yet tepid. The impact of tax 

cuts may have been partly offset by concerns about the labour market 

and broader economy. The government has unveiled measures to 

support employment, including unemployment insurance refunds for 

firms that do not lay off staff and subsidies for all jobless young people 

aged 16-24. 

Exports (USD) 

(yoy) 

Jul 3.3% (1.0%) (1.3%) Exports appear to have recovered from their early 2019 lows and 

imports for trade processing may have found a bottom, though non-oil 

ordinary imports, a gauge for domestic demand, remained sluggish. 

However, the near-term risk for China’s trade outlook is biased to the 

downside due to weak global demand and the recent tariff escalation. 

In response to the US decision to impose an additional 10% tariffs on 

the remaining ~USD300bn of imports from China, China proposed an 

additional 5-10% tariffs on USD75bn of imported products from the US 

and the re-imposition of 25% and 5% tariffs on autos and auto parts 

imported from the US. Following this, the US proposed a further 5% 

tariffs on almost all imported Chinese products. President Trump also 

threatened to invoke the US 1977 International Emergency Economic 

Powers Act (IEEPA) to curtail US firms’ commercial transactions with 

Chinese entities, while China is soon to announce its “unreliable 

entities” list, which includes companies that the government deems to 

pose a national security risk or have damaged the interests of Chinese 

businesses. Overall, the situation remains very fluid and adds more 

uncertainty to US-China trade talks and economic relations. While the 

direct economic impact via trade flows may be modest, the impact will 

likely be material if we include the secondary effects of heightened 

uncertainty (via confidence, income, financial conditions and potential 

supply chain shifts, etc.). 

Imports (USD) 

(yoy) 

Jul (5.6%) (9.0%) (7.4%) 

Trade Balance 

(USD) 

Jul 45.1bn 42.7bn 51.0bn 
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CPI Inflation  

(yoy) 

Jul 2.8% 2.7% 2.7% Rising food prices (especially pork) continued to drive headline 

consumer price index inflation higher towards the 3% upper inflation 

target, but stable and modest core inflation could allow monetary policy 

to remain accommodative. PPI fell into negative territory for the first 

time since Q3 2016, amid broad weakness across mining, raw 

materials, manufacturing and consumer goods sectors and reflecting 

tepid activity growth. 

PPI Inflation (yoy) Jul (0.3%) (0.1%) 0.0% 

Total Social 

Financing 

(TSF)(RMB) 

Jul 1,010bn 1,625bn 2,263bn The slowdown in credit growth was led by bank loans and off-balance 

sheet items, despite higher local government special bond and 

corporate bond issuances. We expect credit growth to rise modestly on 

sustained policy efforts, but do not expect a significant rebound. The 

new asset management product rules, due to kick in at end-2020, will 

likely cap shadow-banking growth. Small banks have limited 

capabilities in credit expansion due to capital constraints. The interest 

rate reform, mainly via using the LPR to replace the benchmark lending 

rate as the reference rate for new loan pricing and linking the LPR to 

the MLF rate (which better reflects banks’ average marginal funding 

cost), is aimed at improving policy transmission to lower the corporate 

financing costs, especially for small- and medium-sized enterprises. 

New yuan loans 

(RMB) 

Jul 1,060bn 1,275bn 1,664bn 

 

 Indicates improved data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

 Indicates worsened data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

 Indicates no change in data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of August 2019
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